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Rev 13:1-10   “The 7 heads, Ten Horns and Ten Crowns of “The Beast”  

There have been many theories put forward through hundreds of years of history as to the identity of the
biblical beast with seven heads, ten horns and the ten crowns. You also have then the ten kings’ prophecy
of Rev 17:12-13 and Rev 13:1-10 that reign for one hour with the beast. Do an internet search you will
see many theories most are out of context with the actual Rev 13:1-10 beast now manifested in our end
times generation  (Book of Revelations Unsealed chapters). These symbols in the Biblical narrative can
only be identified as an end time’s fulfillment oncearound  the beast has beening revealed/identified and
father  prophecysurrounding events becoming  fulfilled  historically once this has occurred (see chapter
32). 

This was the case also with Jesus’ appearance and ministry, most scholars of the day theorized He would do
this or be that according to their own imaginings and theories, not recognizing Him. When Jesus the
Messiah  finally  appeared  then  died,  it  was  then  revealed  during  His  life  time  He had  fulfilled  350
prophecies. For instanceinstance, in Micah 5:2 (750-686 B.C) is a prophecy that Jesushe would be born in
Bethlehem.  This was prophesied 700 years before His birth,  Bethlehem was estimated to  have been
established as a city in 1400 B.C. This was a word for word prophecy no theories involved God meant
what He said and said what He  meant,meant; men confuse prophecy through theories it’s called false
teaching. 

We are not to take scripture out of context toand try and fit it into whatever we think or theorize about it, all
this does not do anything except confuse people. Prophecy is God speaking of the past of history He has
already seen, as he is the beginning and the end. Biblical prophecy is God showing us what’s to come in
our future, what we will see as He has seen, that’s already history to Him. Scripture is interlinked and
witnesses  to itself  that’s  why history,  His -Story revealed through prophecy fulfilled as  history then
becomes His testimony Rev 19:10 “For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy. (NKJV) So
Jesus was born in Bethlehem just as was prophesied 700 years before it became actual history, word for
word. This future prophecy from Micah’s time then became history fulfilled/identified as the actual event
prophesied according to scripture, a divine testimony Gods testimony. 

Micah 5:2  "But you, Bethlehem Ephrathah, Though you are little among the thousands of Judah, Yet
out of you shall come forth to Me The One to be Ruler in Israel, Whose goings forth are from of old,
From everlasting."  
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See: http://www.aboutbibleprophecy.com/micah_5_2.htm 

See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bethlehem

(One of the keys to remember when looking at the Rev 13:1-10 beast, is the three similar symbolic beasts
described in Dan 7:19-27” the fourth Empire Kingdom of Rome”, the Rev 12:3 “fourth Empire Roman
persecution”, and Rev 17:7-14 “the Vatican  over the  Holy Roman Empire persecution”. All of these
beasts are interlinked with the one and the same Antichrist  spirit,  it  just  evolves  manifesting  getting
additions such as becoming a world power, having ten kings a wounded head then ten crowns. This beast
is the warring “Dragon” that fights against the true saints of God over generations Rev 12. This beast
comes to fullness in the end times with the antichrist “Beast from the sea” of Rev 13:1-10, the “warring
against the saints” of 42 months then the final 42 month42-month Math 24, Zech 14:2, Ex 38 & 39, Rev
11:1-3 final great tribulation against Israel). 

The only way to truly identify what the 7 heads, 10 horns, 10 kings and 10 crowns of Rev 17:7-14 are (Rule
with beast one hour 10 crowns/kings on 10 horns of Rev 13:1-10 beast)  is to identify the Rev 13:1-10
beast  first,  to  identify  who  this  individual  actually  is.  This  can  only  happen  once  several  prophecy
fulfillments begin to happen around the first beast from the sea of Rev 13:1-10 as scripture indicates
forming his identity. This end times beast from the sea has influence and authority with each of the
symbolic 7 heads the 10 horns and 10 crowns. The Rev 13:1-10 beast appears on the world scene in a
position of power and influence along with the false prophet as the same year in 2009 the Euphrates River
begins to dry up Rev 16:12 (Euphrates started drying up 2009), strong delusion is also sent out by God (2
Thess 2:11) due to this man of sins lawlessness thise antichrist beast. 

                           Euprates river 2006                           Euprates river 2009   

The 6th bowl  (16:12) unclean frog spirits go out to the kings of the earth as demons loosed deceiving the
nations. It’s the same antichrist beast spirit (Satan) the red Dragon influencing and operating symbolically
in Rev 12 in Rev 17 and Rev 13.  Thise beast’s appearance changes under the Holy Roman Empire
influence (Dan 2 feet and toes) influence over generations (Rev 12, Rev 17, Rev 13) into the end of days.
The ten kings with their ten crowns placed on the ten horns of Rev 13:1 can be found in Daniel 7:24 and
Revelation 17:12 see scripture; 

Dan 7:24  The ten horns are ten kings Who shall arise from this kingdom. And another shall rise 
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after them; He shall be different from the first ones, And shall subdue three kings.  (NKJV)

Rev 17:12  "The ten horns which you saw are ten kings who have received no kingdom as yet, but 
they receive authority for one hour as kings with the beast.  (NKJV)

Rev 13:1  Then I stood on the sand of the sea. And I saw a beast rising up out of the sea, having 
seven heads and ten horns, and on his horns ten crowns, and on his heads a blasphemous name.  
(NKJV)

When Tthis beast “man of sin” of Rev 13:1-10 first comes into influence and power he rips up 3 horns 
(Arab Spring) found in Dan 7:8 “3 horns ripped up” these 3 horns can be identified in Dan 11:42- 43 
(many debate Dan 11:21, forwards as end times passages. This is where in Daniel 11:21 onwards the 
issues of historical fact are not fully resolved by Bible scholars, as to what is the actual context of these 
scriptures, referring to Old or New Testament fulfillments. Yet due to recent history this absolutely 
follows prophecy as end times fulfillment). The 3 horns of Dan 11:42 – 43 are “Libya, Egypt and 
Ethiopia” that are at the king of the north’s heals (under his authority and influence as nations) this took 
place in 2010 – 2011 (Ethiopia is of the same people group or descendance as Yemen, in ancient times till
now both nations have been closely connected for generations).

The third corrupt dictator leader whom was forced to resign “Ali Abdullah Saleh” happened in November
of 2011, due to protestor pressures in Yemen from the Arab Spring uprising, Saleh signed over power to 
vice president Hadi. Saleh was Yemen’s leader for more than 3 decades since 1978 (The Yemen 
population is of Ethiopian decent according to historians and history scholars). Saleh whom had amassed
over 60 billion in personal wealth from corruption was later killed in late 2017 by Houthi rebels (Shia 
Muslims) when he broke cooperation with them. Yemen and Ethiopia sit opposite each other dived by a 
50 km stretch of ocean on either side of the Red Sea and Golf of Aden. These two countries have been in 
contact and close connection since the dawn of time as nations.  

See: https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/12/4/leaders-in-the-arab-spring-era-where-are-they-now 

See:   https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-31632502 

See: https://www.africaresource.com/rasta/sesostris-the-great-the-egyptian-hercules/from-ethiopia-to-
yemen/

See: https://www.britannica.com/place/Yemen/Arab-Spring-and-civil-war 
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           Libya (1st   horn)                    Egypt (2nd   horn)                     Yemen/Ethiopia (3rd   horn)                   

2010 – 2011 three long term dictators all ripped up during Obamas administration they were all named in 
prophecy 2700 years ago (prophecy from around 600BC) as being at the feet of the king of the north 
describing the end of days Rev 13:1-10 beast as seen in Dan 11: 42 – 43 (Dan :11 21-45 describes this 
beast as a vile person arising in the last days). 

These 3 horns ripped up were:

1. Libya - You had Muammar Gaddafi whom ruled 42 years over Libya “murdered” in 2011 by the 
USA administration interference under Obama and Hillary Clinton (US bombed Gadhafi’s war 
ships). 

2. Egypt - You then had Hosni Mubarak imprisoned who ruled Egypt for 30 years from 1981 until 
2011 when he was forced to resign by the Egyptians, Obama and his administration, Hosni died 
in prison in 2020 aged 91. Hosni was in perpetual was against the Muslim Brotherhood who 
Erdogan and Obama were both linked to. Obama and Erdogan of Turkey put in the new dictator 
Muslim Brotherhood Mohammad Morsi into Egypt as president in early 2012, whom 
immediately went out killing and publicly crucifying Christians. Morsi lasted one year then was 
arrested in 2013 as too radical by the Egyptian army, this is all prophecy fulfilled historically. 

3. Yemen - “Ali Abdullah Saleh” 33 years in leadership over Yemen forced to resign in November 
2011 during the Obama administration. Saleh was then eventually “murdered” by Shia Muslim 
rebels in 2017 (Yemen borders Ethiopia it is of Ethiopian decent). 

 

There was also a fourth nation that lost its leader as well in the Arab Spring he was Zine El Abidine Ben 
Ali who ruled Tunisia for 24 years from 1987 until 2010-2011. This dictator was sentenced to 35 years 
prison for corruption in Tunisia, he was in a Saudi Arabian prison where he fled to, from the 2010 Arab 
Spring uprising. So from 2010-2011 you had the three horns ripped up as three nations, all long term 
dictator leaders, this was exactly as Dan 11:42 – 43 described word for word. The fourth nation whom 
lost its leader Tunisia, was not mentioned in the prophetic passage of scripture which is irrelevant.
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The beast createsing war against Gods people (Middle East 2,3 million saints lost from Iraq and Syria in 
3.5 years). This war is known as the 42-month tribulation of the saints or the “war against the saints” of 
Rev 13:5-7. This saints 42-month war went from June 2013 – Jan 2017 (see chapter 35) ). Then before 
the 10-horn war of Rev 17:12-18 began (the 10-horn war began in Dec 2019 with Covid 19 influenced by
the Rev 13:1-10 beast and his USA deceptive policies). At the end of this 42 month “war against the 
saints” God moves as seen in Daniel 7:22. He gives “favor to the saints” to “inherit the Kingdom” 
(Dan 7:22, Heb 10:13, Joel 2 and 3, Rev 14:14-16, Eph 5:27) to overcome the antichrist dominion and 
kingdom that’s been on the Earth for generations. This started in the 42nd   month of the “saints war” when 
Donald Trump became president miraculously, inaugurated Jan 20th   2017 (a Cyrus) a sign post of Gods 
favor.. 

Dan 7:21  "I was watching; and the same horn (Rev 13:1-10 Obama) was making war against the 
saints, and prevailing against them (Rev 13:5-7 42 months war), until the Ancient of Days came, and 
a judgment was made in favour of the saints of the Most High (Trump got in on the 42nd month of the 
saints war inaugurated on Jan 2017 a signpost of Gods favor. Isis was killing the saints in Syria and Iraq
under the beast Obama and his policies), and the time came for the saints to possess the kingdom 
(Glory Harvest outpouring Rev 14:124-16).  "Thus he said: 'The fourth beast shall be A fourth 
kingdom on earth (Holy Roman Empire /Vatican and Pope Francis a Jesuit the 8th King/ Rothschilds, 
Morgan’s, Rockefellers, New World Order, Great Reset), Which shall be different from all other 
kingdoms, And shall devour the whole earth, Trample it and break it in pieces (causing utter chaos 
economically, deception, famines, socialism, financial control, corporation-ally product shortages, 
medically) tyranny).   (NKJV) 

The Rev 13:1-10 beast Obama then comes once again at the end of the Rev 14:14-16 worldwide harvest 
of souls. According to prophecy Ttheis time the beast comes to war against Israel with the false prophet 
and his armies, for the final 42-month great Tribulation of Math 24:21, Ez 38 and 39, Rev 11:1-2, Zech 
14:2. God in the end calls the enemy to utter destruction at His return to become His footstool, at this time
God has His overcoming Bride Heb 10:13 operating in fullness, prior to His return. We have now entered 
that time frame of events according to prophecy fulfillment through history taking place. We can now, 
identifying  whom this beast person is and what these symbols of heads, horns, kings and crowns are. We 
have now identified this Beast through historic fulfillments, the book of Daniel has been unsealed due to 
the season we are in. (see chapters 28, 29, 31, 32, 33 and 35). 

Just as Christ Himself has many names th end times best has a few as well, though prophecy. This Rev 
13:1 “bBeast from the sea”, the “lLawless one” 2 Thess 2:9-10, 1 Jn 2:18 “aAntichrist”,  2”, 2 Thess 
2:3 “mMan of sin”,  Dan”, Dan 11:21-45 “King of the North”, Ez 38 and 39 “Gog of Magog” ”, 2 
Thess 2:3 “Son of Perdition”, Is 14:25, Is 10:5, Is 30:27-33, Micah 5:5-6 “The Assyrian” (God will 
break the hand of the Assyrian as the beast in His land “Israel” that is stretched out over all 
nations).This end times beast of Rev 13:1-10 has been identified through biblical symbolism and historic 
events as is Barack Obama Hussein the 44th President (Muslim brotherhood) of the USA (see below video
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at 13 mins). Obama came onto the world scene asto become  President from 2009-2016 under the last 
empire of Dan 2, the ten toes and feet of Rome had morphed into the “Holy Roman Empire” of Rev 17. 
Obama came at the time of the “New World Order” announcement (Herman Van Rompuy) in 2009, an 
acceleration takeover attempt of the nations (Pope Francis 8th   king see chapter 41 False Prophet beast) of
the end of the age. Obama also appeared the same year the Euphrates River begins to dry up.

  

Pope Francis a Jesuit the 8th   king of Rev 17:10-11, Obama the beast of Rev 13:1-10

As mentioned already  Then iin 2009 as found in the 6th Trumpet the Euphrates River began drying up, 
Erdogan of Turkey (friends with Obama) built 22 dams along it a war tactic stemming its flow, prophecy 
fulfilled as seen in Rev 16:12. This river is still drying up as of 2020 you can look at pictures of this 
drying up river that goes through Iraq into the Persian Gulf on Google Earth. Unclean deceiving spirits 
have increased in the earth in the last few years since 2009 deception, corruption and chaos is now rife 
everywhere. In 2015 Obama was identified by God to a young Jewish boy who died and came back to life
in Israel.,  God let the boy understandknow Obama iswas Gog of Magog as prophesied about in Ez 38 and
39, who invades Israel in the end of days then the boy came back to life.

  

The connection between Gog and Obama was also made more than a year ago (2015), when Breaking 
Israel News published a viral news story about a 15 year-old Israeli boy named Natan who had a near-
death experience. In a video interview, Natan, a previously secular student, returned from his experience 
quoting Biblical prophecy regarding the End of Days. In that video, Natan clearly named Obama as 
Gog. “The person who will start the war will be somebody named Gog… I am certain of who it is. 
Obama. President Obama. He will be the one who starts that war” (In the days to come prior to Jesus’ 
return).

See: https://www.israel365news.com/83408/identities-gog-magog-revealed-confirmed-bible-codes/  

See 15 Year-Old15-Year-Old Secular Jewish Boy Nathan's Vision of WWIII on Blood Moon- Gog 
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Magog Future of Israel: https://youtu.be/rLImK9l3noE 

In 2015 Obama stated on live video where he was laughing about what Republican politician Michele 
Bachmann had said about him heralding in the end of days; “Michele Bachmann actually predicted 
that I would bring about the biblical end of days now that’s a legacy”. Michele Bachman was actually
correct this is exactly what Obamas deception and political policies have done since 2009, an acceleration
of everything in this world that has caused great change, the world has been launched into deep darkness 
and chaos; Isa 60:2 “For behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, And deep darkness the people; 
But the LORD will arise over you, And His glory will be seen upon you”.  (NKJV)     

See U Tube video: Obama; Michele Bachmann actually predicted that I would bring about the biblical 
end of days: https://youtu.be/9i8Gtg88ABE  

A UK prophet Tomi Arayoni also had a dream in 2008 of Obama loosing policies into the earth 
destroying it, “he shall cause (beast) deceit to prosper” Dan 8:25.

Dan 8:25  "Through his (beast of Rev 13:1-10) cunning (policy) He shall cause deceit to prosper 
under his rule; And he shall exalt himself in his heart. He shall destroy many in their prosperity. He
shall even rise against the Prince of princes (war against the saints Rev 13:5-7, 10 horn war against 
lamb Rev 17, war against Israel Ez 38 and 39); But he shall be broken without human means (at Jesus
return He destroys the beast and false prophet Rev 19:19-21).   (NKJV)

Tomi Arayoni a negro USA Prophet from UK 20:2:22 on Its Supernatural Sid Roth

Tomi had a dream before Obama came into power in 2008 where he saw the then candidate Obama 
(2008). Obama walked into a kitchen area and pours himself a bowl of cereal and he says “I’m 
going to be the president of the United States of America and people are going to vote for me, they 
are going to let me in. I will then put policies into the earth that are going to destroy the earth 
forever and I’m going to get away with it because I’m black”. Then he awoke from the dream terrified
he remembered his father asked him “who is going to win the presidency? and Tomi said “Obama”. A 
few years later Tomi than had another dream he was in the same kitchen this time he had a knock on the 
door and this time it was Donald Trump, Donald then said “Can you thank the Church of American 
for making me the 45th   President of America” (Dan 7:22 a signpost of Gods favor given to the saints). 

The Lord then let Tomi know “there is 9 years left (from 2021) till the church comes to its fullness 
ready for His return” (according to Tomi’s word this would be the restorative revival outpouring 
coming of Rev 14:14-16 the worldwide harvest loosed up and into 2030? then the last 3.5 years of the two
witnesses of Rev 11? giving us 12.5 to 13 years from 2021 taking us to 2033-2034?). He saw the Lord 
very angry in a vision (in 2021) as “the Lord moved to a big clock and accelerated the clock pulling it
forward leaving 9 years to the new crisis for the global reset. It will not be Covid this time it will be 
climate change”, John Kerry then came out in 2021 saying “We only have 9 years left to solve the 
climate crisis” taking us to 2030 (Agenda 2030) Boris Johnson of the UK said the same thing “We have 
only 9 years left”. The great reset is a consolidation of financial and political power by Satan to himself 
to control whom shall live and not live your finances what you will eat, where you will go. 

See U Tube God Said: "Tell Them You Only Have 9 Years Left”.  https://youtu.be/A21TGRq6eZM 
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In 2009 the Euphrates River began drying up as seen in the 6th   bowl of Rev 16:12-14 it states “Unclean 
frog spirits go out of the Dragon, false prophet and beast to the kings of the earth and the whole 
world”. Since Obama came in 2009, he began changing many policies within the USA, affecting the 
world creating massive change to the nations. Then Covid 19 was loosed into the nations shutting down 
188 nations into prolonged lockdowns, then came and the upturned elections of Donald Trump in 2020. 

Rev 16:12-14  Then the sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river Euphrates, and its water 
was dried up (2009 onwards), so that the way of the kings from the east (Muslims) might be 
prepared.  And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs coming out of the mouth of the dragon (Satan),
out of the mouth of the beast (Obama), and out of the mouth of the false prophet (Erdogan).  For 
they are spirits of demons, performing signs, which go out to the kings (leaders/presidents/prime 
ministers/kings) of the earth and of the whole world, to gather them to the battle of that great day of 
God Almighty. (NKJV)

It is no coincidence that Obama spoke about his desire to do a third term in Dec 2020, He said “With 
what I know now do I wish I could do a third term ? Um I used to say, if I could make an 
arrangement (Project Hammer and Scorecard election stealing software Ob ama created through the 
CIA with Brennan) where I had a front man or front woman and they had an ear piece in, if I was 
standing in my basement in my swet’s, looking through stuff, then I could sorta deliver the lines but
with someone else doing all the talking and ceremony, I would be fine with that”, he said this with a 
smile on his face (Biden ? Obamas vice president for a third terms?) nothing is a coincidence think about 
it. 

  

                                           The Front Man his vice president for a 3rd   term ?

See ”Barack Obama Describes his Ideal Third Term”: https://youtu.be/JI2Xtqd4Mts 

See” The hammer and scorecard being used to steal the USA”: https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/72983-
2/  

2008 September Obama says in his own words. They are from his books entitled “Dreams of My Father” 
(July 18th   1995 and August 10th   2004 re print) and “Audacity of Hope. In “Audacity of Hope” (Oct 17th   
2006) he writes: “I will stand with the Muslims should the political winds shift in an ugly direction.” 
The quote comes from page 261 of the paperback edition of “The Audacity of Hope. This clearly shows 
Obama’s Muslim faith before he was elected as President, the Islamic religion is antichrist against Christ.

2009-2014 Obama replaced congress ministers with six known Muslim brotherhood members. He had an 
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alter to Allah in the White House he held many meetings with the Muslim brotherhood there, also known 
as CAIR (Council of American Islamic relations). Obamas family members in Kenya Africa are known 
Muslim Brotherhood members, Islam it is generational passed on from father to son. Obama held public  
Islamic prayers in the White House as recorded on live TV.

See: https://www.globalmbwatch.com/2012/06/10/obama-official-says-hundreds-of-meetings-held-with-
cair/ 

                               

After 2008 elections Obama stated “the USA is not a Christian nation” that he “would fundamentally 
transform the USA”.  Obama over  the next 8 years through his deceptive policies went on to support 
homosexuality, he entered into nuclear partnership with Iran turning his back on Israel, supported and 
increased abortion clinics within USA and internationally (50 million a year in US alone) even stating he 
wouldn’t want his own daughters “making a mistake and being punished with a having baby”, he 
admitted his Islamic faith, stood against Christian beliefs, inserted many Muslims into US political 
positions (over seeing foreign policy), became  a defender of Islam, fired hundreds of  high ranking army 
navy and air force personal that didn’t agree with him or his policy’s. Obama has had many Whitehouse 
meetings with Islamic organizations (CAIR), he made many promises he never fulfilled to the US 
population, supported transgender marriage, pressured for transgender bathrooms in USA schools, stood 
for gun control and registration internationally through the UN, he set up the Global police force through 
the UN (2015). He trained and armed Muslim jihadists who killed and murdered people (The saints).

Obama re-distributed trillions of dollars (10 trillion increasing US debt exponentially), opened the 
borders for hundreds of thousands of illegal refugees to enter into the USA (terrorist cells), funded 
terrorism (Isis) in the Middle East, supports the BLM (Black Lives Matter rioters and violence across the 
USA), stands for the New World order and promotes it, promotes Islam and its God “Allah”, stands for 
inter faithism and has stood against the constitution of America. All of this is absolutely anti God policy 
and anti-Bible. Obama truly has been transforming America from the inside out politically, religiously 
and financially. Everything hes done seems to have that element of lies, sin, death and destruction to it.

2008 An acceptance speech is spoken by Barack Obama from the “Yes we can” campaign, as the 
Democratic Presidential Nomination to run for president he addresses it in Denver, Colorado. His speech 
is done from a platform of a simulated copy of the “Pergamum seat of Zeus” the “Seat of Satan” just as
Hitler did prior to WW2. Obama is said to have visited the original archeological “Seat of Zeus” site in 
Germany a month before this took place (not proven just speculation). As a matter of interest “Yes we 
can” played backwards says “Thank you Satan”.
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In 

Rev 16:12-14  Then the sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river Euphrates, and its water 
was dried up (2009 onwards), so that the way of the kings from the east (Muslims) might be 
prepared.  And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs coming out of the mouth of the dragon (Satan),
out of the mouth of the beast (Obama), and out of the mouth of the false prophet (Erdogan).  For 
they are spirits of demons, performing signs, which go out to the kings (leaders/presidents/prime 
ministers/kings) of the earth and of the whole world, to gather them to the battle of that great day of 
God Almighty. (NKJV)

Identifying the Rev 13:1-10 beast is key to the following events of history. Below is the breakdown of all 
the symbolic heads, horns, kings and crowns this beast man is involved with, unveiling the true 
description in scripture of this particular Rev 13:1-10 beast. This beast has been under the influence and 
empowerment of the end time’s modern day “Holy Roman Empire” the UN, EU, NATO, G7, NAFTA, 
Vatican, illuminati and elite owned Federal Reserve banks along with the antichrist armies of Islam. In 
modern terms the 7 heads are a power structure an authority of the Holy Roman Empire part of the Dan 2 
statue visions feet and toes, the fourth and last part of the final beast of Dan 7, that tramples the 
earth.2012 October a report came forth about Obama’s trinkets. Barack Obama’s “lucky charms” 
include a Hindu monkey god called Hanuman, on the Ellen show in Feb 2016 Obama admitted to 
carrying certain lucky charms on his body at all times, in his pocket he also has a Freemason’s Masonic 
ring and a Muslim ring “wedding ring” that has the phrase “there is no god except Allah” inscribed on 
it. So what do these things tell us about Barack Obama?  That is a very good question.  To carry such 
items is tied to your belief system Obama seems to have a connection to Hinduism and Islam. 

      

Allah, Islam, Hinduism, Freemasonary the New World Order, Obama is a real mixture of evil

Obama said on live TV at a speech he did on May 30th   2014 “And for the international order (NWO) 
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that we have worked for many generations to build, ordinary men and woman are too small 
minded to govern their own affairs, order and progress can only come when individuals surrender 
their right to an all-encompassing powerful sovereignty” 

See "Ordinary men and women are too Small-minded to govern their own affairs...Welcome to the NWO:
https://youtu.be/vfNNYXyH-3s 

Identifying the Rev 13:1-10 beast is key to the following events of history verses prophecy. On the next few
pages is a breakdown of all 7 symbolic heads, 10 horns, 10 kings and 10 crowns this man of sin lawless

one is involved with the Rev 13:1-10 beast. This beast has been under the influence and empowerment of
the end time’s modern day “Holy Roman Empire” the UN, EU, NATO, G7, NAFTA, Vatican,

Rothchild’s elite owned Federal Reserve banks along with the antichrist armies of Islam. In modern terms
the 7 heads are a power structure an authority of the Holy Roman Empire part of the Dan 2 statue visions

feet and toes, the fourth and last part of the final beast of Dan 7, that tramples the earth. 

7 HEADS OF THE BEAST OF REV 13:1

   

The Group of 7 (G7) is an intergovernmental organization of heads of governments with 
representatives from the European Union. The G7 consists of seven internal groups  (groups 
(Political and financial leadersministers/ambassadors from each nation)  fromnation) from seven of the 
world’s wealthiest nations (USA, Canada, UK, France, Italy, Germany and Japan) the seven internal 
groups are Trade ministers, Health Ministers, Interior Ministers, Foreign and Development 
Ministers, Climate and Environmental Ministers, Digital and Technology Ministers, Finance 
ministers. This group also includes central bank governors (IMF) and leaders (Presidents/Prime 
Ministers) of the seven most advanced economies on Earth as reported by the IMF (International 
Monetary Fund). Even tThe new 2021 UK,  GUK- G7 logo represents the G7 over the sea of humanity. 
The population of the G7 nations is around 700 million they represent 58% of the worlds GDP ($317 US 
Trillion).
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        See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Group_of_Seven 

                             See: https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/group-of-seven-g7-countries.html 

Ministerial Groups of the G7 (Group of 7)
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See: https://www.g7uk.org/ministerial-meetings-engagement-groups/  

 The G7 group (Group 7) consists of seven of the super wealthiest nations on Earth. The G7 represent the “7
heads” of the end time beast  thatoriginally formed in 1975  the 7 heads  in prophecy ares found in Rev
13:1. The G7 precursor was originally called “Group 6” founded in 1975 this group then expanded into
G7+1  (G8) withhich was the inclusion of Russia in 1997-1998  then  Russia was expelled in 1999.  The
G7It then expanded itself into another international group called the G20 in 1999 to promote discussion
between major industrial and emerging market countries through the World Trade Organization. The G7
is still the primary group it holds its name and power politically as the 7 richest nations on earth the G8
and G20 are off shoot organizational groups over seen by the G7 group.
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      The G7 roup of 7 (G7) group of finance ministers and central bank governors runs the show forof the
most  advanced economies on Earth as reported by the International Monetary Fund (EU involved behind
the scenes). The EU is also part of this set up behind the scenes. The USA has heavy influence at the G7
due  tobecause  of   its  economic  power. The  G7  in 2022  desire to  bring  forth a  central  bank  digital
currency, they want to replace paper money in the  banking system for western nations. The UK is the
head (London  bankers’ mile) of  the  G7  in  2022, they  want digital  currency  to be  programable  so
governments can control your finances. You will only be able to buy what they want you to buy with your
CBDC (Central Bank Digital Currency). Digital currency is not actually money it will be like vouchers,
you will have a quota of stuff you can buy, ordained by your government  (social system of control).
Currency will be like a coupon for this or that, once used, that’s it for that week or month limiting your
buying power. If you don’t comply, they will simply ban your account or shut it down.

See: https://purposedrivensurvival.com/wp/programmable-digital-currency-the-next-phase-of-the-new-
typical/ 

See “Bank for International  Settlements  head Agustin Carstens  about  CBDC and control” Jan 2,  2021  :
https://youtu.be/rpNnTuK5JJU 

See: https://coingeek.com/g7-financial-leaders-reach-agreement-on-digital-currencies/ 

Jose Barosso, Obama and Herman Van Rompuy of the EU “Roman Empire” 2014, 40th summit

It  was Hermon Van Ronpuy  (Prime Minister  of  Belgium 2008-2009  is  nowthen permanent  president  of
European Council from 2009, an EU institution that oversees EU direction) seen in pic hereture with
Obama (Rev 13:1-10 beast) whowho became president of the EU European Council from 2009, the same
year  when  he announced the New World Order hasd begun, as nations signed the Lisbon Treaty. The
current G7 seven headed nations are Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, United Kingdom, and
the United States. eEach of these G7 nations also have millions of Muslims as citizens as well. 

Islam  within  citizens  links the G7 to the wounded head of Rev 13:3-4  (Ottoman Muslim Empire WW1 1st

Trumpet  defeat/headwound).  It  was  Germany  a  modern  G7  nation  that  had  joined  forces  with  the
Ottoman Empire in WW1 (1st Trumpet), Germany and the Ottoman Empire were defeated (head wound of
one of the 7 heads) this cleared the way for Israel to become a nation in the near future . Then Hitler again
in WW2 (2nd Trumpet) partnered with Islamic forces wherewhere they were defeated again, t This time
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axis  power’s  splitting up  the  Middle  East  into  5  new region/  nations,  Israel  a  6th   nation  was then
established as a nation in 1948. 

The G7 heads/leaders of nations all meet to discuss economic issues that encompass the Earth, the European
Union is also represented within the G7. The G7 represent more than 64% of the net global wealth of
$263 trillion according to the Credit Suisse Global Wealth Report of October 2014., t The G7 has heavy
influence in the IMF, EU, UN, TTIP, and TPPATPPA, WTO. The G7 “is the 7 heads of the Rev 13:1-10
end times beast” this  is  all  part of the Holy Roman Empire where the Vatican has  compromised and
committed harlotry with world leaders Rev 17.A So as you can see through these Holy Roman Empire
elite/dragon established organizations President Obama while being a US leader  had influence over all
tribes (G7, UN, NATO, TPPA, TTIP, EU) over all tribes, tongues and nations on the Earth.

President Obama iswas also a freemason (member) which is 1. Illuminati run (worldwide elitists conspiracy
or truth?) he is also a Muslim (see Illuminati real story video below) 2. Islam (Muslim Brotherhood) he
was chairman of the  3the 3. United Nations (193 nations) for certain sessions, the UN one year whom  is
one third Islamic. President Obama was involved with three of the only state nation cities on Earth  4.
Washington D.C (Corporation military complex) as President 2009-2017,  52017, 5. Vatican (religion)
he met with  the  Pope Francis a Jesuit whom supports Islam,  6. BankersBanker’s mile (finances)  he
spent 10.3 trillion in banker generated money with personal connections to the Rothchild’s, whom run the
world through finances. hHe was involved with the 7. European Union (Holy Roman Empire Nations)
and the TIPP European Union trade agreement. All of tThese 7 groups above are all intertwined as part of
the New World Order whom Obama is a puppet for.  

See  U  tube  video  “The  Illuminati  Exposed!  50  year  old  recording  EXPOSES  ALL”:
https://youtu.be/Ay19eZ0Bdp8 

Interestingly iIn the Islamic religion that Obama is a member of (Muslim brotherhood) along withof family
members in Africa  (Muslim brotherhood),, Muslims  also  refer to a seven headed serpent. as well. The
Muslim seven heads are made up of Islamic terrorist groups. tThe seven serpent heads are Hezbollah, Al
Qaida,  Hamas,  Boko  Hiram,  Taliban,  Muslim  Brotherhood  and  Isis. Obama  worked  with  Islamic
terrorists in his administration. Obama also refers to Erdogan of Turkey the false prophet of Rev 13:11-18
as one of his closest friends. Erdogan is a known Muslim Brotherhood member as well (see chapter
Revelations Unsealed chapter 41 “The false prophet”). 

When Obama first  became president  in  2009  his  first  international  phone  call to  another  leader  was  to
Erdogan (Turkey has the 6th   largest army in the world) of Turkey a Muslim. This is very interesting as it
is the Rev 13 beast and false prophet that lead armies against Israel (Muslims as found in Rev 16:6 “Bowl
6” the Kings of the East come against Israel from the Euphrates River region) the final Great Tribulation
of Math 24:21, Zech 14:2, Ez 38, Ez 39 and Rev 11:1-3. At the Lords second coming He destroys the
beast and false prophet in the lands of Israel Rev 19. 

Erdogan the false prophet began drying up the Euphrates River in 2009 by building 22 dams along its source,
fulfilling ancient  prophecy.  Erdogan unveiled the image to  the Rev 13:3,  Rev 13:14 wounded head
(Ottoman Empire WW1) of the beast, a statue that stands 150 feet high (unveiled June of 2017 in Turkey).
All the players according to prophecy (G7, World  Trade  Organization 10 horn regions -  UN Dragons
seat, Pope Francis 8th   King - Holy Roman Empire, Erdogan – False prophet, Obama - beast) are on the
world scene for these end of days.
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THE TEN HORNS OF THE REV 13:1-10 BEAST

       Rev 13:1  Then I stood on the sand of the sea. And I saw a beast (Obama) rising up out of the sea
(Hawaii), having seven heads  (G7) and ten horns  (World Trade Organization), and on his  horns
(leaders of 10 nations) ten crowns  (TPPA), and on his heads a blasphemous name (Islam).  (NKJV)

Rev 17:12 -13 "The ten horns (10 leaders/nations out of 10 geographical economic political regions)
which you saw are ten kings  (Leaders of Nations) who have received no kingdom as yet, but they
receive authority for one hour as kings  (Crowns on horns Rev 13:1 through TPPA) with the beast
(Obama). These are of one mind (Unity), and they will give their power (economics) and authority
(political governance) to the beast  (The 10 nation TPPA Trade deal 42% of worlds GDP negotiated
solely by Obama 2015). (NKJV)

      Dan 7:23-24  'The fourth beast shall be A fourth kingdom on earth (Rome then Holy Roman Empire),
Which shall be different from all other kingdoms, And shall devour the whole earth  (New World
Order), Trample it and break it in pieces. The ten horns are ten kings (leaders of WTO regions) Who
shall arise from this kingdom. And another shall rise after them  (Rev 13:1-10 beast Obama); He
shall be different from the first ones, and shall subdue three kings. (Dan 11:43, Dan 7:7)  (NKJV)

The ten horns are also known as Kings by the Club of Rome (Dan 2 last Empire from Europe) you find this in
scripture Dan 7:23-24, Rev 17:12-13, Rev 13:1. Under the end times antichrist beast are ten international
economic geographical regions/horns/Kings. These regions/horns/Kings first began to be formed on 30 th

October 1947 under the United Nations known as GATT the “General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade”
then implemented on 1st January 1948. This was done after WW2 1938-1945 the 2nd Trumpet (Rev 8:8-9)
of Revelations, GATT was a world trade and employment organization. 

The Club of Rome (Dan 2 last empire feet and toes organization) was then founded in 1968 yet it was in
1942 the first ten region maps came forth under the League of Nations first formed in 1920. The League
of Nations had been formulating this 10-region idea since the 1920, s 100 years ago. The League of 
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Nations then became the United Nations in 1945 post WW2 the 2nd Trumpet of Revelations. Then by 1973 the
first geographical official world region maps and intentions around these ten economic horns emerged. 
GATT then went on to become the WTO “World Trade Organization” on 14th April 1994 under the UN. 
GATT formulated into the WTO had now become the global New World Order trade system set up of 
economic control and governance, involving corporate companies owned and run by rich elites 
influencing governments. The ten horns of Rev 13:1-3 were now well established along with the G7   
seven heads in preparation for Obamas 2009 inauguration as US president. All things were in place prior 
to 2009 for the next fulfilments of end times prophecy, the crowns going onto the ten horns were next 
(happened in 2015 the TPPA).

The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade  (GATT) is a  legal agreement between many countries, whose
overall  purpose  was  to  promote  international  trade  by  reducing  or  eliminating  trade  barriers  such
as  tariffs or quotas. According to its preamble, its purpose was the "substantial reduction of tariffs and
other trade barriers and the elimination of  preferences,  on a reciprocal  and mutually advantageous
basis."

 

The GATT was first discussed during the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment and was the
outcome of the failure of negotiating governments to create the International Trade Organization (ITO).
It  was signed by 23 nations  in  Geneva on 30 October 1947,  and took effect  on 1 January 1948.  It
remained in effect until the signature by 123 nations in Marrakesh on 14 April 1994, of the Uruguay
Round Agreements which established the World Trade Organization (WTO) on 1 January 1995. 

The WTO is the successor to the GATT, and the original GATT text (GATT 1947) is still in effect under the
WTO framework, subject to the modifications of GATT 1994 Nations that were not party in 1995 to the
GATT need to meet the minimum conditions spelled out in specific documents before they can accede; in
September 2019, the list contained 36 nations. 

 The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade is a portmanteau for a series of global trade negotiations
which were held in a total of nine rounds between 1947 and 1995. 

The  GATT  was  first  conceived  in  the  aftermath  of  the Allied  victory  in  the Second  World  War at  the
1947 United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment (UNCTE), at which the International Trade
Organization (ITO) was one of the ideas proposed. It was hoped that the ITO would be run alongside
the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). More than 50 nations negotiated ITO and
organizing  its  founding  charter,  but  after  the  withdrawal  of  the United  States  these  negotiations
collapsed (1947).

 In 1993, the GATT was updated ('GATT 1994') to include new obligations upon its signatories. One of the
most  significant  changes was the creation of  the World Trade Organization (WTO).  The 76 existing
GATT members and the European Communities became the founding members of the WTO on 1 January
1995. The other 51 GATT members rejoined the WTO in the following two years (the last being Congo in
1997). Since the founding of the WTO, 33 new non-GATT members have joined and 22 are currently
negotiating  membership.  There  are  a  total  of 164  member  countries  in  the  WTO,
with Liberia and Afghanistan being the newest members as of 2018.
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See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Agreement_on_Tariffs_and_Trade

Before the League of Nations  (founded 10th Jan 1920) became the United Nations in 1945 the League of
Nations for many years were discussing about breaking the geographical world up into 10 regions. This
was to lead the world in a new direction, to basically rule over the earth the New World Order. Below is a
map from 1942 with the “The New World Order” being spoken about. SeeIn the box below the maps
ten regions, you will find the League of Nations quote “The New World Order” now 80 years ago from
2022. The same ten regions are now in play under the Club of Rome  (1968), UN (1945)  and NAFTA
(1994). The UN wants to regionalise the world into 10 regions/ten horns using Agenda 2030/21.
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Leauge of Nations (1920 – 1945) map from 1942 of ten regions/horns

By Frank Jacobs, BigThink.com June 6, 2008

Published  in  Philadelphia  in  early  1942,  this  ‘Outline  of  (the)  Post-War  New World  Map’,  created  by
Maurice Gomberg, shows a proposal to re-arrange the world after an Allied victory against the Axis
forces.   Its title refers to a ‘New World Order’, a vague concept, its many definitions often contradicting
each other.  At  the core of  the  NWO, however,  is  always the notion that  a  small  group of  powerful
individuals, institutions, industries and/or nations must lead the world in the right direction (i.e. towards
‘unification’). This may be against the world’s own will (and therefore done covertly, at least in some
versions of the NWO-story), but ultimately it is for its own good. 

See: https://nuclearsuntan.blogspot.com/2011/11/map-of-proposed-new-world-order-click.html 

The Club of Rome was founded in 1968 during a meeting at the Rockefellers private house in Bellagio, Italy,
this is one of the Dragon elite banker families. The meeting was organized by Aurelio Peccei, an Italian
industrialist who had close relations to the Olivetti Corporation and Fiat. He claimed to have solutions for
world  peace  and  prosperity,  which  could  be  accomplished  through  a  New  World  Order.  

On 17, September, 1973, the Club of Rome published a report entitled the “Regionalized and Adaptive
Model of the Global World System “, which was authored by Eduard Pestel and Mihajlo Mesarovic.
The report revealed the Club’s intention to divide the world into ten economic political regions, called
“Kingdoms” (Rev 17 10 Kings), which would unite the entire world under a common leadership.  The
term “Kingdoms” was left out, (a Kingdom always has a King hence the ten Kings of Rev 17:12-18).
This plan was released in a book entitled “Mankind at the Turning Point“ in 1974, which stated that the
solutions to the problems of the world could only  “be developed in a global context” basically in a
“New World Order”. 

      See: http://conspiracywiki.com/new-world-order/club-of-rome/ 
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The Club of Rome 10 governing economic political regions carry over of the 1942 League of Nations
map, the 10 horns of the beast.

     

Club of Rome reports of the 10 economic political horns

Dan 7:24 The ten horns are ten kings who shall arise from this kingdom (1942, 1947, 1973, 
1994, 1996 GATT/Club of Rome/WTO progression). And another shall rise after them (Rev 13:1-
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10 Beast Obama 2009 onwards); He shall be different from the first ones, and shall subdue three 
kings (Arab Spring 2011 Egypt, Libya and Tunisia). (NKJV)

Seat of the Dragon Rev 13:4 the UN assigned the same 10 regions in 1996 as above map shows.

THE TEN CROWNS OF THE REV 13: 1 BEAST
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The 2009 NAFTA map shows governed regions of economics (from USA), the richest nation on 
Earth. Obama (Rev 13:1-11 beast) was president of the USA from 2009-2017 (8 years). Obama 
solely  for elite corporations negotiated the secret TPPA agreement for elite corporations with fast-
track authority encompassing 42% of the worlds GDP. The TPPA became a fulfilment of prophecy, 
the 10 Kings/ leaders of nations gave over their 10 crowns/authority (Rev 13:1) to the beast for one 
hour (a time period determined by God) Rev 17:12-14. The TPPA consisted of 12 nations two nations
were the USA and Canada classed as one nation and two were Australia and New Zealand classed as 
one nation, making it 10 nations from the 12, the ten leaders gave over their crowns to Obama the 
beast just as scripture prophesied about word for word accurate. The ten regions would become ten 
international “Trade Unions” assigned for each region governed by the World Trade organisation 
under the United Nations dragons’ seat of power. The ten kings were under some of these ten regions 
who negotiated with Obama. Each of the ten horn regions also have a geographical pecking order a 
king over each trade union, a CEO one from each of the ten trade unions representing them at the UN.

Rev 17:12-14  "The ten horns (10 regions) which you saw are ten kings (leaders of 
regions/nations) who have received no kingdom as yet, but they receive authority for one hour 
(time span before Jesus return) as kings (in unity) with the beast (against Christ and His end times 
harvest of souls Rev 14:14-16). These are of one mind, and they will give their power and 
authority to the beast. These will make war (This is a Hybrid war of politics, economics, elites, big
corporations, media, technology and medical “Covid 19” which seemed to kick off an acceleration of
the planned New World Order agenda in November 2019 with Covid 19) with the Lamb, and the 
Lamb will overcome them, for He is Lord of lords and King of kings; and those who are with 
Him are called, chosen, and faithful."   (NKJV)

The 10 global regions of the New World Order and what’s seen in bible prophecy is the elites plan to 
regionalize the entire earth into 10 controlled geographical regionsareas. Agenda 2030 the 
Ooverseeing and control of politics, trade, wealth, health, medical, sterilization (vaccines), financial 
digital control, environmental control, eugenics, resource control and food control to create socialist 
communist government dependent living. This is where “you will own nothing and be happy about
it” and “anything you want you will rent” from them, this is what Klaus Swab states, Economic 
Forum 2019 (UN).. Under the Agenda 2030 “sustainable development” they will cram populations 
into small city areas taking vast lands and resources for themselves like the “Hunger Games” 
movies. 

They want total population control while stripping all human rights and assets from the people, 
controlled by a few (1%) unelected elite autocrats holding the wealth. All the rest of humanity will 
work as the Lucifer/Satan worshipping rich elite slaves to do with as they please.  (Marxism, 
socialism tyranny, digital financial control, legalized pedophilia, hate speech laws, child sex slave 
trade, child abuse, mas murder, illegal drug trade, prostitution, depopulation, eugenics, DNA 
manipulation, full-term abortion, legalized euthanasia, new age religions, idolatry, after birth baby 
infanticide, LGBT, transgender, de-education and history eradication, Godlessness, Satan worship, 
human sacrifices, carnality, all manner of occults and sexual immorality). New ungodly laws have 
already begun coming forth in corrupted nations such as in Virginia Maryland USA they are wanting 
infanticide, to be able to kill a new born baby to be left to die up to 28 days after it is born. Loopholes
in laws within the USA and other nations have made it legal for adults to marry 10-year old’s “legal 
pedophilia”. Prostitution and gay marriages have become legal in many countries along with all sorts
of other ungodly laws.
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See: https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/babies-could-be-killed-28-days-after-being-born-under-
proposed-maryland-law-attorney-warns/  

See: https://thefreethoughtproject.com/us-laws-legalized-pedophilia-children/ 

See: https://worldpopulationreview.com/country-rankings/countries-where-gay-marriage-is-legal 

See: https://worldpopulationreview.com/country-rankings/countries-where-prostitution-is-legal 

See: https://bscholarly.com/countries-where-abortion-is-legal/ 

This “reset recovery” so called process has already begun around the world with human rights being 
dramatically stripped away by governments using Covid 19 as the excuse, is this a conspiracy? do the
research and find out. Once immoral sinful illegal activities that are dead against Biblical moral 
values established by God Himself are now becoming legal law in many nations. The reset is 
designed to strip away human rights, morals, the middle class, to collapse the world’s economies and 
the west. The Klaus Swab billionaires club the “Davos World Economic Forum” in 2021 brought 
forth the saying “The Great Reset”. This is all about the UN agenda 21/2030 a great deception using
the guise and lies of “Climate change is destroying the world” and “we are out of time” while 
pushing the fear of Covid 19, to strip human rights around the world. The Klaus Swab “Davos 
Economic Forum” has even put out their own media add declaring their evil intentions, sugar 
coating it to look good, they are not even hiding this anymore it’s in our faces.

      

The Klaus Swab Davos forum UN Agenda 2030 predictions for the world for 2030, from their 
own Economic Forum media add (there planned future for mankind): 

- You will own nothing and be happy about it (controlled digital currency and finances)  

- Whatever you want you will rent and it will be delivered by drone (stripped of all wealth and assets 
stolen from us by them, you can only rent stuff own nothing only get controlled produce from 
them)

- The US won’t be the world super power (the intentional destruction of democracies)

- A handful of countries will dominate (that they choose these autocrats such as China and its social 
system of complete control?).
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- You won’t die waiting for an organ donor. We won’t transplant organs we will print new ones 
(eugenics and transhumanism).

- You’ll eat much less meat the occasional staple, for the good of the environment and our health 
(they want to control what you eat and feed you DNA altered GMO foods).

- A billion people will be displaced by climate change (How do they know this? weather warfare and 
manipulation to move populations?)

- You will do a better job at welcoming and integrating refugees (Humans stripped from their lands 
and assets then forced and herded into controlled compact human cities the 10 regions of the 10 
horns)

- Polluters will have to pay to emit carbon monoxide (The hypocrisy the elites corporations have 
made trillions and have been destroying the environment to make a dollar for years. Now they 
have trillions they want to control all world businesses, a world tax of nations to be also given to 
the rich who will own what’s left of the environment as well this is complete tyranny) 

- There will be a global price on carbon, this will help make fossil fuels history (they have had free 
energy technology “Tesla” and “cars that can run on water” also “back engineered UFO tech” 
for years hiding it from the public. They want to tax carbon monoxide a waste product that trees 
turn back into fresh oxygen)  

- You could be preparing to go to mars scientists have worked out how to keep you healthy in space. 
The start of the journey to find Alien life ? (This is completely against Bible truths God only 
created angels then mankind. We are at the center of His universe not some aliens which are 
actually “fallen angels and their created interdimensional creatures masquerading as space 
aliens”)

- Western values would have been tested to the breaking point. (The destruction of human rights and 
free democracies the sovereignty of nations that are God created to be destroyed by these evil 
elite idiots for their own means of control and tyranny)

See World Economic Forum add “You Will Own Nothing”: https://youtu.be/JBWbmPKnANU

This is their plan to accelerate things to intend to “change times and law” (Gods law Rev 13:1-10 
antichrist beast attempts to change time and law as found in Dan 7:25) but Satan will not prevail as 
the Lamb overcomes the ten Kings/horns and their planned war against Jesus (Rev 17:12-18). Yet it is
only God who can change times and seasons not Satan (Dan 2:21). This war is to try and bring in a 
worldwide Marxist socialist controlled population a wealth asset re-assignment to control the world 
led by private sector corporations. This is their ultimate Babylonian system of governance complete 
tyranny and enslavement, destruction of all human freedoms, yet according to Rev 18 it will utterly 
fail it is doomed to be destroyed. 
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The bible lets us know that God Himself brought this about with the 10 horns/Kings for a reason and 
a season on earth Rev 17:12-18 “For God put it in their hearts to fulfill His purpose”. It states in 2
Thess 2:7-12 in the last days over nations that “God would send them strong delusion that they 
would believe a lie” because of the “coming of the lawless one according to the working of 
Satan” the antichrist spirit in the beast and the world of Rev 13:1-10. In the 6th bowl Rev 16:12 it 
states, “unclean spirits like frogs come out the mouth of the Dragon, beast and false prophet 
that deceiving demons that go out to the Kings of the earth and the whole world” when the 
Euphrates River dries up. The Euphrates River began drying up in 2009 the same year Obama became
president (Rev 13:1-10 beast from the sea).

Satan and the evil Elites/Kings of the earth want to steal kill and destroy human rights; God given 
freedoms. Prince Charles stated about the “Great reset” at a recent COP26 meeting in 2020 “time 
has run out we are in the last hour (do they know Jesus is coming soon?); we need a global 
systems-based solution here. We need a (NWO) vast militarized campaign to marshal the 
strength of the global private sector (Corporations) with trillions at His disposal 
(Satan/antichrist?) far beyond global GDP more than all world governments GDP” then he said 
“What switches do we flick to enable this”. 

What are they going to use another pestilence like Covid 19 or worse or a worldwide economic 
collapse or purposed global supply chain shortages ?. Prince Charles went on to say in front of world 
leaders “the private sector is ready to play its part” in this hybrid war to do whatever they can 
(elite owned corporations to cause starvation, supply problems, GMO foods, vaccine deaths and 
injuries, chaos?) this is to disrupt the world to bring in utter chaos to get to their world domination of 
absolute control. 

The worlds rich elites (Rothschilds/Rockefellers/Morgan’s/Vatican) and their corporations have 
formed a new group they have officially joined forces under the title of “Inclusive capitalism” along 
with the Vatican and Pope Francis (the 8th King of Rev 17 a Jesuit) to push forth their Marxist goals of
Agenda 2030. We are truly in dangerous destructive times engineered by evil men to destroy 
mankind, free democracy and capitalism. The 10 horns have begun their worldwide war against the 
Lamb Rev 17:12-18 (Jesus overcomes them) these will eventually turn against the Harlot (Vatican 
Papacy the false church) and destroy her and that great city (Babylonian systems of this world).

Pope Joins Rothschilds and Mega-banks for “Inclusive Capitalism”

Pope Francis and the Vatican are doubling down on the Deep State push for globalism and 
technocracy, forming a highly controversial coalition for “Inclusive Capitalism” that brings together
crony mega-banks, Big Business, the United Nations, the Rothschild banking dynasty, the Rockefeller
Foundation, and other key institutions of the global elite. Critics blasted and mocked the scheme.

The goal, according to the alliance, is to “evolve” capitalism to become more “inclusive” and 
“sustainable.” This includes helping to achieve the widely criticized United Nations Agenda 2030 
“Sustainable Development Goals” (SDGs)  that would usher in a technocratic system of global 
governance. In short, the New World Order agenda is getting a major boost from leaders of one of 
the world’s major religions.

See: https://thenewamerican.com/pope-joins-rothschilds-and-mega-banks-for-inclusive-capitalism/ 
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See “You will OWN NOTHING, and you will be HAPPY” | Douglas Kruger debunks Great Reset: 
https://youtu.be/jK3_H4jI-ZA 

See ‘Great Reset’ in Davos at the forefront of a ‘great deception’ in the free world: 
https://youtu.be/pF_kXE-HXSQ  

See COP26: Prince Charles says 'time has quite literally run out': https://youtu.be/kCSWSpRaXfM 

The plotting corruption lies and planning of these evil ones has been going on for hundreds of years. 
All of this evil has been inspired by the fallen angel principalities Eph 6:12 and Satan Himself 
knowing “His time is short” (Rev 12:12) an evil agenda to destroy humanity. Satan wants to destroy 
this world, a final wave of destruction a final end times battle over the control and destiny of men’s 
souls over the bride of Christ.

   

The final outcome of their evil agenda is to kill and destroy anything of God and the Bible, yet this 
will fail God wins the war. God will have the final say in this end of days agenda as in ancient times 
the evil ones only achieved a certain level with the tower of Babel before God came down personally 
and destroyed their plans, this world belongs to God not Satan. As scripture states in Rev 17 the 
Lamb overcomes the 10-horn war against Him. For it was the Lord who “put it into their hearts to 
fulfil His purpose” (Rev 17:17) to bring about a certain outcome, this is all prior to His second 
coming return.
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NAFTA “North American Free Trade agreement” came into force under President Bill Clinton in 
1994 as a trade agreement between the USA, Canada and Mexico. NAFTA in 1996 then assigned the 
world’s geographical nations into ten economic regions creating a map of these nations, this was done
the same year the “UN” did it as well. This was done in alignment with the “Club of Rome” 10 
regions first assigned in 1973, this reveals a connection between these organizations. There are very 
slight differences in the regional assignments with NAFTA and the Club of Rome as seen in Africa 
region 8 and South America region 2. The Ten Horns are the 10 “Club of Rome” 10 “NAFTA” 10 
UN regions. NAFTA is a US organisation for international trade deals. The 10 “NAFTA” regions are:
1.America, Canada and Mexico 2.South America 3.Australia and New Zealand 4.Western Europe 
5.Eastern Europe 6.Japan 7.South Asia 8.Central Asia 8.North Africa and Middle East 10.The 
remainder of Africa see NAFTA map on next page.

The Ten Global Government World Trade Organization (WTO/GATT) regions the 10 Horns:
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GATT = General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

1 US, NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement)
2 Europe EU (European Union) revived Roman Empire (TTIP, EU & USA)
3 Australasia APEC (Asia Pacific economic cooperation) (CPTPP, 10 nations from TPPA)
4 Middle East / North Africa WFTO (World Fair Trade Organization) 
5 Western Asia / Eastern Europe OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development)
6 Central Asia EAEC (Eurasian Economic Community)
7 South East Asia ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) now EAFTA.
8 Orient  Japan JETRO (Japan International Trade Organization)
9 Africa OAU (Organization of African Unity)
10 South America USAN (Union of South American Nations)
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See: http://mazzaroth.com/ChapterSeven/TenRegionsWTO.htm
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Extra biblical text on the ten horns:

              

Dan 7:24 The ten horns are ten Kings who shall arise from this Kingdom (Dan 2 last empire ten 
toes and feet of statue) As said on previous pagesTh the ten Economic regions were first brought 
forth by the League of Nations in 1942 then established in 1973 through the cClub of Rome and 
againthen in 1996 with NAFTA.  and another shall rise after them US President Obama 2009 – 
2017 leading NAFTA with the TPPA into completion in 2015; he shall be different Obama is 
Spiritually from the East from Africa a half cast Muslim a Freemasonhis faith and religion from the 
first ones mainly western nations Catholic and Christian, from the first ones (10 Kings /regions) and
shall subdue 3 Kings (Arab Spring 2010-2011 3 horns/leaders ripped up in Egypt, Libya, Tunisia 
Dan 11:43 through Obama). 

Dan 7:20:  and the ten horns 10ten WTO regions/leaders that were on its head, and the other 
horn which came up Rev 13:1-10 beast Obama, before which three fell Arab spring 2010-201111, 
namely, that fell to the horn which had eyes as a man Obama 2009-2017  and a mouth which spoke 
pompous words Blasphemies of Islamic beliefs hatred of Christians, whose appearance President 
the highest office in the worldstern faced, prideful, charismatic was greater more forceful and 
proud than his fellows.   (NKJV)

Obama’s wife Michelle stated in 2013 at a LGBT conference speaking to democrats on video at a 
public meeting, she said, that they “both went back to Obama’s home country in Kenya”. Obama 
is That’s different Dan 7:24, a half cast Freemason Muslim an illegitimate president a non-US citizen 
born in Kenya, whose USA birth certificate was proven as a forgery in the high courts of America.?  
They also both took aids tests in Kenya to show the public there is nothing to be embarrassed about, 
that it was Ok. 

See U Tube Video:  https://youtu.be/6M7Rp_Ghv6k (Michelle Obama states Kenya is Obama’s 
home country)

In reports Obama was born August 4th 1961 in Lamu Kenya and was a member of the Kenyan Kegelo
community; he immigrated with his father to Hawaii more than a year later.  There is an official sign 
at Lamu Township declaring it to be the birthplace of Barrack Obama. Yet he was registered as being 
born in Honolulu on August 4th 1961 proven as false. On the floor of the Kenyan National Assembly 
the day after Obama was elected US president on Nov 5th 2008; members of the African countries 
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parliament on video celebrated that a Kenyan was ruling the USA, calling Obama a son of the soil of 
this country.  

On July 10th 2010 the Kenyan daily national news stated the Kenyan government was planning to 
build a cultural center there and referred to Kegelo as Obama’s home. The Kenyan national security 
Intelligence service released a memo in PDF format clearly stating that this cultural centre was to 
commemorate the birth place of president Obama and re dedicate the tomb of barrack Obama senior’s
father. In March of 2010 a Kenyan law maker James Orengo said at the nation’s parliament during a 
debate over the draft of the new Kenyan constitution “how could a young man born here in Kenya,
who was not even a native American become president of America?” 

Obama’s personal Lawyer in the US admitted in a court case that Obama’s birth certificate is a fake 
but should not discredit him as president. Obama was listed as being born in Kenya on the Dyster and
Goderich website up until 2007 just 2 months after Obama declared he would run as a candidate for 
presidency. Original birth records were kept in the British archives from its colonial days. It was 
interesting that Hillary Clinton is said to have visited this establishment in 2009 after this the records 
of Obama’s birth cert went missing unavailable. Obama’s real birth certificate number “32018” from 
Kenya came to light in 2010, it was authenticated as a real official Kenyan birth certificate.  

See website: http://www.apfn.org/apfn/obamas-birth-certificate.htm (OBAMA’S KENYAN BIRTH 
RECORDS DISCOVERED IN BRITISH NATIONAL ARCHIVES)   

See: https://www.thewashingtonpundit.com/blank-1/ObamaKenya (Evidence Shows Obama Used 
Kenya as Birthplace Until 2007)

According to his Kenyan Birth certificate Obama was born in Kenya on 4th August 1961 at 7.24 pm in
the Coast Province general hospital. Kenya at this time in 1961 was still a British colony protectorate 
as mentioned on the actual birth certificate. Kenya became independent as a nation in 1963 from the 
British rule that had been there 43 years since 1920. Obama had spent almost 2 million dollars on 
lawyers to hide his fraud in court over his birth certificate. So effectively Obama came out of the 
Holy Roman Empire as a citizen of Kenya under colonial rule at His birth in 1961.

The two original official copies of the birth certificates of Obama from the Kenyan hospital and 
achieves are both said to be authenticated by the Kenya government see below. The right document is
a "Certified Copy of Registration of Birth", but the left is a copy of the actual “Certificate of Birth” 
both with exactly the same information, the left one has the biometric foot print on it. Obama is 
clearly a Kenyan born citizen and not US born. Sarah Obama Barrack, Obama’s grandmother states 
in an interview in 2008 that Obama was born in Mombasa Kenya, this was submitted in court as 
evidence against Obama in a court case.
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Rev 17:12-13  "The ten horns which you saw are ten kings who have received no kingdom as 
yet, but they receive authority for one hour as kings with the beast. These are of one mind, and 
they will give their power and authority to the beast. These will make war with the Lamb, and 
the Lamb will overcome them, for He is Lord of lords and King of kings; and those who are 
with Him are called, chosen, and faithful." (NKJV)

Again, as said on previous pages Obama was given US congress “fast track” authority in 2015 to 
negotiate solely under NAFTA the TPPA trade deal encompassing 42% of worlds economic GDP for 
the large dragon owned corporate elites negotiated and signed in New Zealand in 2015. The TPPA 
actually became 10 nations the deal was negotiated by Obama with the Pacific Rim nations. Trump 
pulled the USA out in 2017, Australia and New Zealand were classed as one nation one region under 
this deal making it a10 nation 10ten  leaders/Kings/crowns. Through Obama thee crowns went onto 
the 10 horns as a deal forfrom the Club of Rome corporations1973, 10 horn geographical regions. 10 
Kings gave their authority to the beast the TPPA trade deal signed in New Zealand in 2015 to the 
shame of the nation (another prophecy fulfilled under Obama the beast).

Rev 13: Having seven heads and ten horns, and on his horns ten crowns (the crowns a 
progression of times in scriptural prophecy), and on his heads a blasphemous name. (NKJV)

The ten horns (now geographical horns the entire worlds system WTO) now have are where these 10 
kings of the TPPA all have come from oout fromof the beasts Babylonian trade system under the 
dragon Satan, in this scripture these 10ten Kings/horns  then make war with the lamb. The ten horns 
that areas shown on previous pages are Trade Union economic political horns, run and controlled 
economically under the UN. So this is an hybrid political, tech, media, economic war against God 
himself on earth why ?.  

This authorwriter believes the timing of this war was accelerated in is a strategic move from Dec 
2019 (Covid 19). This was loosed and planned  by dragon elites to try to accelerate the setup of the 
dragons New World Order, due to the season of prophecy we are in. 

(We are in the 6th Trumpet “time is very short” as prince Charles stated whom is working for athis  
powerful “He“ He “whom Charleshe referreferreds too at the Nov 2021 COP26 climate conference. 
Prince Charles stated in front of world leaders “Time has run out” that “He” a certain individual 
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“has trillions at his disposal more than all governments of the worldsworld’s GDP” to move the 
world forward into Global control. Wwhom is the “He” Charles refers to here, the antichrist beast or
SatanSatan? whom they worship ?worship? And give their allegiance too? See “COP26: Prince 
Charles says 'time has quite literally run out”: https://youtu.be/kCSWSpRaXfM ). 

This accelerated 10ten horn war of Rev 17 this author believes is also designed to interfere with the 
Rev 14:14-16 worldwide Glory outpouring, the Joel 2 army of God fulfilment in our generation. 
Everything going on in the world today in the end times is to do with souls and the bride of Christ. 
theThe devil knows his time has nearly run out,. T the dragon knows his time is very short heand is 
stirring the demonic realms in war against Jesus because of what’s coming “Jesus Himself”. This 
war began accelerating in Dec 2019 with tThe Covid 19 outbreak in China shutting down in total 196 
nation’s economies all around the world, alsoit shut down Gods church around the world for a season 
as the stripping of human rights accelerated. Billions then were coerced into receiving and 
experimental Mrna DNA gene therapy treatment referred to as a vaccine by the rich merchant’s 
sorcery (Pharmacia) Rev 18:23. This war that’s accelerated things frombegun from Dec 2019 is also 
God dealing with His church, to cleanse the sanctuary the bride Eph 5:27, to wake her up to have hera
pure and spotless to get her ready for the harvest. (See chapter 14, 14A, 30, 42A and 43 for more 
information). 

James Goll a well-known Prophet in the USA had a dream/vision encounter with God in March 2020 
where he saw the end time’s strategy of Global warfare of Satan in a 12 chapter12-chapter book 
called the “Global Dragon warfare Manuel”. He saw chapters/stages 6, 7 and 8 in the first 
chapter/stage 6 he saw the “scourge of fear” being released then in chapter/stage 7 was “global 
plague pandemic” being released a pestilence then in chapter/stage 8 “worldwide economic 
collapse” (Rev 17:12-14, Rev 18). 

The foundation of the “Global Dragon warfare Manuel” was “He who teaches people to fear will 
rule” a global demonic assault appearing larger than it is.  In Dec 2019 the Covid 19 virus out of 
China becameoming a worldwide pandemic bringing great fear closing down 196 nations politically 
and economically. Bringing the entire world into major recession with economic asnd political losses 
of unemployment soared in most nations in a matter of months all manmade and planned (see chapter
42A for further confirmations).  

See U Tube video “I Saw Satan's Manual for End Time Global Warfare!”: 
https://youtu.be/fsFvV4QtaTE 

NAFTA (Ten horns of “The Beast”)
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As mentionedmentioned, NAFTA became an organization in 1992 under President Bush senior, it then 
assigned the world’s economic geographical nations into ten regions in 1996 in alignment with the UN, 
that did the same in 1996, asnd the “Club of Rome” that first did this isin 1973. You find a detailed key 
description of the beast from the sea of Rev 13:1-10, stating the ten horns/leaders and crowns are on the 7 
headed beast the crowns are connected, theyand are a part of what this beast does see Dan 7: 19- 24.

Dan 7:19-27  "Then I wished to know the truth about the fourth beast, which was different from all the 
others, exceedingly dreadful, with its teeth of iron (Iron and clay Holy Roman Empire) and its nails of
bronze (rebellion), which devoured, broke in pieces, and trampled the residue with its feet;  and the 
ten horns that were on its head, and the other horn (2009 Obama) which came up, before which 
three fell (Arab Spring 2011 Libya , Egypt and Tunisia Dan 11:42-43), namely, that horn which had 
eyes and a mouth (a man) which spoke pompous words, whose appearance was greater than his 
fellows (US President highest seat of power in the world).    

"I was watching; and the same horn was making war against the saints (warring against saints 2013 – 
2017 in Middle East Syria and Iraq Rev 13:7, Dan 7:21, Dan 9:27 and Dan 12:11), and prevailing 
against them, until the Ancient of Days came, and a judgment was made in favor of the saints of the
Most High, and the time came for the saints to possess the kingdom. "Thus he said: 'The fourth 
beast shall be A fourth kingdom on earth (Holy Roman Empire 313 AD onwards Constantine treaty of 
Milan), Which shall be different from all other kingdoms, And shall devour the whole earth 
(economically, Militarily and Religiously it has been done), Trample it and break it in pieces.  

The ten horns (1973 Club of Rome, 1996 UN regions, 1996 NAFTA regions) are ten kings (Rev 13:12 
authority for one hour with beast the TPPA  was formed by NZ, Japan and China in 2005 then negotiated
by Obama in 2009 onwards) Who shall arise from this kingdom. And another shall rise after them 
(Obama 2009 - 2017); He shall be different from the first ones, And shall subdue three kings (Dan 
11:43 Libyans, Egypt and Ethiopia at his heals Arab Spring).  He shall speak pompous words against 
the Most High, Shall persecute the saints of the Most High, And shall intend to change times and 
law (Obama wanted WW3 to start early he wanted to invade Syria in 2015 but was stopped by UN, 
NATO , Russia and many other nations in protest. Obama created bio weapons labs in Ukraine in 2005 
when he was a senator then sent funding to bio weapons lab Wuhan under his administration. Obama 
advanced the cause of Islam around the world he warred against the saints in the Middle East through 
his policies and hatred of Christians in alignment with the UN. Obama created project Hammer and 
Scorecard election stealing software with his then CIA head Brenan. Much has happened in the world 
since Obama became president in 2009 everything has changed, corruption and deception rampant 
everywhere). 

Then the saints shall be given into his hand For a time and times and half a time (Rev 13:5 the 42 
months saint war that started mid 2013 when Hezbollah entered into the Syrian conflict from the Arab 
Spring then Isis into Iraq early 2014, martyrs doubled).   'But the court shall be seated (at the end of 42 
months which was Jan 2017 became President Trump became president athe sign from God of His favor 
given to the saints), And they shall take away his dominion (antichrist generational kingdom through 
harvest fields Islam’s time is now over), To consume and destroy it forever. Then the kingdom and 
dominion, And the greatness of the kingdoms under the whole heaven, Shall be given to the people, 
(Rev 14:14-16 Harvest and Christ’s return) the saints of the Most High. His kingdom is an everlasting
kingdom, And all dominions shall serve and obey Him.' (NKJV)

 Again,  in yYou  find  further  details  about  what  this  beast  from  the  sea  does  with  ten  Kingsleaders
(NAFTA/TPPA) in Rev 17:12-14.
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Rev 17:12-14

 “The ten horns (10ten leaders from the 10ten Club of Rome/NAFTA regions) which you saw are ten kings
who have received no kingdom as yet,  but they receive authority for one hour as kings  (10ten
crowns of Rev 13:1) with the beast  (Rev 13:1 Obama negotiated the TPPA alone with congress veto
powers 402% of worlds GDP ).  These are of one mind (united), and they will give their power and
authority (Military, economic and political strength) to the beast. These will make war with the Lamb
(the saints in Middle east by the Islamic Hezbollah and Isis),  and the Lamb will overcome them, for He
is Lord of lords and King of kings; and those who are with Him are called, chosen, and faithful.”
(NKJV)

      What manyost don’t  understand about  England and the banker mile  bankers  (Holy Roman Empire
members) with such as the Rothschild’s, Rockefellers and JP Morgan, these banker elitesy run and own
the USA from behind the scenes, through the Federal Reserve privately owned bank of America. Hence
NAFTA the “North American Free Trade Agreement” vision was birthed 30 years ago to reduce trading
costs in the US to increase business investment and  prophets for these bankershelp North America be
more competitive on the global market.

       NAFTA actually began with Ronald Reagan’s “Trade and Tariff Act” signed in 1984. This gave the
President  authority  to  negotiate  free  trade  agreements with  other  nations.  Canadian  Prime  Minister
Mulroney  agreed  with  Reagan  to  begin  negotiations  for  the  first  Canadian  and  U.S.  “Free  Trade
Agreement” using the “Trade and Tariff Act” it was signed in 1988 and came into force in1989. NAFTA
was eventually formed from this new “Free Trade Agreement” and was signed by President George H.W.
Bush, Mexican President Salinas, and Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney in 1992.

       The  U.S.  “House  of  Representatives”  approved NAFTA on November  17th  1993.   NAFTA was
finally signed into law by President Bill Clinton on December 8th 1993 it went into force on January 1st

1994. In 1996 NAFTA created a map of 10 economic global regions  (The Ten Horns) covering every
nation on Earth that are the same as the 1973 Club of Rome economic regions revealing a connection
between the two organizations, the 10 regions are:  1.America, Canada and Mexico 2.South America
3.Australia and New Zealand 4.Western Europe 5.Eastern Europe 6.Japan 7.South Asia 8.Central
Asia 8.North Africa and Middle East 10.The remainder of Africa.

Article 102 of the NAFTA agreement outlines its purpose:
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 Grant the signatories Most Favored Nation status.

 Eliminate barriers to trade and facilitate the cross-border movement of goods and services.

 Promote conditions of fair competition.

 Increase investment opportunities.

 Provide protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights.

 Create procedures for the resolution of trade disputes.

 Establish a framework for further trilateral, regional and multilateral cooperation to expand the
trade agreement's benefits.

Dan 7:24  The ten horns  are ten kings who shall  arise from this kingdom  (Club of Rome 1973 and
NAFTA 1996). And another shall rise after them (Obama 2009); He shall be different from the first
ones, and shall subdue three kings (Libya, Egypt and Tunisia 2011).    (NKJV)

To remind us again it’s important to understand this as history fulfilling prophecy, time is short. President
Obama was one of the G7 (7 Heads) the first President to been given “Fast Track Authority” on such a
deal by the US congress worked on the TPPA through NAFTA (As Obama Trade). This was one of the
most aggressive trade agreements the world has ever seen (402% of world GDP) called the “Trans Pacific
Partnership”. iIt will use the power of trade for protection across the Asian pacific regions  itand was
negotiated with nations usingnder sealed secret documents undisclosed to the public. 

The TPPA involveds 12 (actually 10) of the richest Pacific rim nations from the 10 economic regions they are
Canada and US (US withdrew under Trump) being as one nation and New  Zealand and Australia being
as one nation (10Ten crowns on 10Ten Horns 3 horns ripped up in 2011) assigned by NAFTA. The US
NAFTA organization along with Obama haves also worked at integrating the EU through the TTIP the
“Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership” trade agreement in the EU transatlantic trade talks. 

NAFTA led the push withby Obama for its own transformation of the TPPA the “Trans Pacific Partnership”
with ten economic nations (The Ten Crowns) all influenced and pressured to completion by the Obama
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administration. The TPPA fast track authority was given to President Obama by US congress on June 25 th

2015.  Both  the  TPPA  and  the  TTIP  are to  be  integrated  through  trade  bythrough  the  NAFTA
organizations new power base name when completed the “TPPA”  as trading partners. This will  give
absolute economic power to the trade deal (WTO) as led by president Obama of all western nations with
the EU and the 10 NAFTA regional TPPA nations, total economic integration an elitist take over. NWO.

   

       The Obama (The Beast) administration negotiated the TPPA from 2009 the TPPA was originally formed
in 2005. President Obama said China was trying to re write the rules for trade and commerce in the 21 st

century.  President  Obama himself  said  “This  agreement  (TPPA) will  establish  enforceable  (Policed)
commitments to protect labor, environmental and other standards that America holds dear to stop Asian
and other western nations from having unfair advantage over America”. He stated that “America should
write the rules and level the playing field and not China as the world economic power”, he had both the
Democrats and Republicans in congress give him full trade promotion authority to fast track the process
and protect American’s with strong new trade deals from Asia to Europe. 

As of June 25th 2015 the US congress handed over authority to President Obama to fast track then Obamaand
single handedly negotiate the TPPA. Obama effectively had become a dictator of the US and of on the
TPPA agreement he had ultimate authority over nations given to Him. The TPPA was then negotiated by
Obama alone with 12 nations  wasand signed into action on May 10th   5.10.2015 at the UN. It was then
signed again into full force 3 months later in New Zealand on  April  the 4.2.4th   2016. It was President
Trump in 2017 that hindered this process with him taking the US out of the TPPA causing turmoil for the
NWO. The TPPA it took another 2 years  from 2016 to come into international force as a trade deal in
early 2018. 

      Obama (The Beast from the sea) continued the efforts of the Clinton and Bush administrations to create
US  dominance  in  the  pacific  “Trans  Pacific  Partnership Agreement”  (TPPA) and  Europe’s  EU
“Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership” (TTIP) this wasis an the agenda a plan of the (Dragon)
world  banking  elite  for  more  world  dominance  and  control. These  deals  (TPPA,  TTIP)  set  elite
corporations over governments, was it a coincidence that Covid 19 appeared a year later from the United
Nations 2018 TPPA enforced trade deal ?, then the  worldwide  rich merchants  Rev 18:23  mandated
coerced  big pharma vaccines to billions ? It was  only Gods move with President Trump in 2017 that
hindered this process with him taking the US out of the TPPA causing turmoil for the NWO. President
Obama intended to complete negotiations on the Trans Pacific Partnership by the end of 2015 giving the
US greater powers. 

The TPPA  wasis a  very secretive agreement  between corporate  companies  and governments  giving sole
trading rights over to the corporate world. Over 500 corporate companies had viewed the agreement in the
US with no public viewing at all to be signed on our behalf by the powers to be. This was it’s a global
corporate takeover of economic nations by the elite bankers to rule, run and ruin the world for themselves
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a  satanic  plan  of  greed.  The  TPPAis agreement alone will  effects 800  million  plus  people  and
encompasses 402% of the world’s economic GDP trading power and income it’s the biggest single free
trade deal ever made. The European Union (EU) TTIP covers 45% of the worlds GDP between these two
deals (interlinked) world trade is  now under total control through the excuse of climate change through
the UN. Once the USA withdrew under Trump in 2017 the TPPA deal was re- branded as the CTPTPPT
“Comprehensive and pProgressive aAgreement Trans Pacific Partnership. Obama played a huge role in
both trade agreements as US leader interconnecting them.

See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-Pacific_Partnership

See: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/04/ttip--transatlantic-trade-obama/ 

In those days the 10 kings, the 10 toes, 10 regions, will be in coalition with each other (Rev 17:12) the 10
King alliance (Club of Rome/NAFTA/TPPA). They have one mind to rule over the known economic world
with finance and military power. The USA under Obama hammered out another deal as a companion
alongside the TPPA. This deal was with the 28-state nation EU members (Holy Roman Empire) this was
called the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership  (TTIP) it’s  every bit  as scary as the Trans
Pacific Partnership deal. This deal was also halted by President Trump in 2017 re-negotiating talks once
again between the USA and the EU in 2018. 

See:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transatlantic_Trade_and_Investment_Partnership (Transatlantic  Trade
and Investment Partnership)

       The TPPA and TTIP should be of special concern to Americans the authors and promoters of these
agreements admit that they deal with far more than trade. That they and had been designed to drag the
United States into  “regional governance” (10 horns) on a host of issues but  gotGod stopped that or
delayed with Trump. This was the New World Order manifesting global economic  and climate  control
and authority moved on from behind closed corporate banking elite doors. The architects of the TPPA and
TTIP  are  virtually  unanimous  in  their  head  over  heels  praise  of,  and  support  for,  the  political  and
economic merger taking place in the European Union (EU) and the Pacific nations in the pacific basin. 

The once-sovereign nations of Europe and the Pacific have been tricked, bribed, and browbeaten into yielding
control  over  almost  every  aspect  of  their  lives  to  globalist  banking  and  corporate  elites  and  their
bureaucratic servitors in Brussels (UN and EU). The national governments, legislatures, and courts in the
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European Union are becoming mere administrative units of the unaccountable rulers of the increasingly
tyrannical EU central government.

See: http://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/foreign-policy/item/15296-secretly-trading-away-our-
independence

            TPPA WORLD TRADE DEAL “Ten crowns of “The Beast”

See: https://youtu.be/YpNsyWSq544 

Rev 17:13 (Dan 7:24) "The ten horns (geographical economic political regions UN /Club of Rome) 
which you saw are ten kings (10 TPPA leaders/nations/Kings) who have received no kingdom as 
yet, but they receive authority for one hour as kings with the beast (Obama)”  “they will give 
their power and authority to the beast” (NKJV)

Dan 7:24  The ten horns (economic political GATT/Club of Rome/WTO regions 1947) are ten kings
(economic trade unions WTO with 10 leaders) Who shall arise from this kingdom (Holy Roman 
Empire Dan 2). And another (Obama Rev 13:1-10 beast 2009 onwards) shall rise after them; He 
shall be different from the first ones, And shall subdue three kings (Arab Spring uprising 2011). 
(NKJV)

Obama came into power in 2009 he then took over the TPPA Trade negotiations through NAFTA
working  with  major  Dragon  elite  owned  corporate  worldwide  companies.  In  2015  on  June  24th

Obama went through the US senate for the TPPA trade deal, this is 40% of world trade encompassing
around 800 million people a 3rd of the worlds trade. President Obama was given “fast track authority
via the Trade Promotion Authority” literally making him for a short time a dictator of America. This
was the first time in 240 years of US history such world dominating trade deals it hashave happened
fowithr such major negotiations. 

This allowed Obama to negotiate deals with 12 Pacific Rim nations (12 nations are as 10 Australia
and New Zealand were one USA and Mexico were one under the TPPA then the USA withdrew in
2017). Obama on his own “Fast Track” authority as President could then go back to the senate and
get  it  signed into being.  Theis “Fast  track” measure granted to  President  Obama as “Fast  Track
Authority”  was  rammed  through  Congress  so  Obama  could  solely  negotiate  the  Trans-Pacific
Partnership Agreement, with limited debate with no opportunity to propose amendments. 

See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fast_track  (trade)  
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See:  https://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/17/business/obama-trade-legislation-fast-track-authority-
trans-pacific-partnership.html (Deal Reached on Fast-Track Authority for Obama on Trade Accord)

The  international  trade  agreement,  negotiated  largely  iin  secret  by  the  Obama administration,  is
regarded by globalist free traders as a cornerstone of the emerging “New World Order.” As the Bible
states 10 kings/crowns give their authority over to the beast of Rev 13:1-10 for one hour, this came
under the disguise of the “TPPA” this is now fulfilled see in Rev 17:12-14. 

Rev 17:12-14:  "The ten horns which you saw are ten kings who have received no kingdom as
yet, but they receive authority for one hour as kings with the beast.  These are of one mind, and
they will give their power and authority to the beast. These will make war with the Lamb, and
the Lamb will overcome them, for He is Lord of lords and King of kings; and those  who are
with Him are called, chosen, and faithful." (NKJV) 

This  agreement  was  a  very  bad  deal  for  nations  it  basically  hands  over  national  sovereignty  to
corporate business to control economies to dictate terms of service. (This has now been and good of
trade seen with the 2019 Covid 19 planed epidemic, with big corporation pharmacy contracts forced
upon governments  leading  to  coercion over  billions  of  people to  take  an  experimental  vaccine,
making the corporations billions, Rev 18:23 the rich merchants.) The TPPAIt opens up governments
to be sued for billions of dollars if they harm in anyway agreements made by these big business
companies. 2014 was the new improved emergence of the economic powers of NAFTA the  North
American Free Trade Agreement and its 10 regions were thenbeing transformed into the TPPA the
“Trans Pacific Partnership” 402% of the worlds GDP and 26% of the world’s economic trade. This is
tThe largest single free trade deal ever made all under “The Beast’s throne”. Basically, it's a giant free
trade deal between the U.S. and Canada as one nation and 9 categorized countries as well as New
Zealand and Australia as one. NAFTA is morpheding itself into the TPPA., will be made obsolete. 

See : https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R42344.pdf  (CRS Report for Congress Prepared for Members and
Committees  of  Congress  Trans-Pacific  Partners  hip  (TPP) Countries:  Comparative  Trade and
Economic Analysis) 

NAFTA becoming obsolete actually happened under President Trump in August of 2018 he pulled
out  of  the TPPA saying it  was a bad deal  Obama made and nations  made.  President  Trump re-
negotiated deals with Mexico and Canada then basically abolished NAFTA from the US. The TPPA
deal was re- branded asnd the nations involved apart from the US, carried on with it. 

See:https://eaglerising.com/61930/winning-trump-cancels-nafta-negotiates-new-deal-with-mexico-
canada-now-on-notice/  (Trump Cancels NAFTA, Negotiates New Deal with Mexico, Canada Now
Oon Notice)

The “10 crowns” all come ffrom the Asia-Pacific region, this deal wereas under negotiation for nearly
a decade,  it began as  an agreement  between Singapore,  Chile,  New Zealand and Brunei  in  2005
before the U.S. joined and took the lead in 2009 under Obama, with projections of the TPPA coming
into  completion  by  2017. Obama’s  “fast  track  authority“  from  congress  over  rode  normal
congressional  process  and  voting  on  trade  policy  making  the  US  senate  of  no  effect.  Obama
negotiated by himself the TPPA terms of international trade effecting up to 800 million people in
those TPP nations. It gave Obama exclusive power to push the deal through. 
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See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-Pacific_Partnership (Trans-Pacific Partnership)

The TPPA trade deal information from the beginning was kept secret no one has even seen it except
the corporate businesses with its policy’s 500 multinational corporate companies were involved, a
corporate take over the New World Order agenda in action. The deal was made with the public locked
out of the negotiations and small print of the policies and information in the TPPA contract.  What
idiot signs a contract without knowing what’s in it ? I agree with President Trump on that it’s very
bad for the people. Some information on the deal was leaked, it basically allowed countries to sue the
USA on trade laws. It allowed and other nations to be sued by corporate companies if they didn’t
comply  with  the  TTPA  trade  rules, a  huge  money  spinner  and  blackmail  glitch  win  for  the
corporate’scorporates. 

See:  https://www.huffingtonpost.com/dave-johnson/now-we-know-why-huge-tpp_b_6956540.html
(Now We Know Why Huge TPP Trade Deal Is Kept Secret From the Public)

    

In those days the Kings, the  ten toes, will be in coalition with each other  (Rev 17:12) the  ten King
alliance (Club of Rome/NAFTA/TPPA) will receive power for one hour with the Beast (Rev 13:1-10)
they have one mind to rule over the known economic world with finance and military power. The
USA also under Obama hammered out another deal as a companion alongside the TPPA. 

This  deal  was  with  the  28  state nation  EU  (Holy  Roman  Empire) members this  was  called  the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership  (TTIP) it’s every bit as scary as the Trans Pacific
Partnership deal. This deal was also halted by President Trump in 2017 re negotiating talks once
again between the USA and the EU in 2018. So this deal the TTIP was not finalized under Obama as
the TPPA was giving Obama the ten crowns. 

See:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transatlantic_Trade_and_Investment_Partnership (Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership)

Obama had heavy influence in both deals (The Beast) administration. The TPPA trade deal would be
the largest free trade agreement ever apart from the TTIP with the United States and 11 other Pacific
Rim counties spelling out new regulations covering exports and imports. Obama was also involved in
influencing the TTIP EU agreement.  The documents that have been leaked indicate that, once  we
entered into this agreement and it goes into effect, it will be virtually impossible to extricate ourselves
from the TPPA (10 kings give power to the Beast for one hour). 

Any government that we elect will have no power to change things once the TPPA goes into full
force. Not only do we need to consider the implications of the TPPA for ourselves, but also for future
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generations.  The TPPA is a proposed Pacific Rim regional trade agreement involving 12 countries
(formed into 10 the 10 crowns) from the 10 economic Club of Rome/UN/NAFTA assigned regions.

 Its ambition to reset global trade rules it is without precedent; its repercussions include the ability for
transnational corporations to dictate changes to individual countries laws. It represents one of the
greatest ever threats to a  countriescountry’s national sovereignty  it  handings over all power to the
TPPA (the prelude to Covid 19 and coerced worldwide vaccinations). President Trump pulled the
USA out in time in 2017 before it went into full effect a rather iconic move.

   

Rev 17:12; "The ten horns which you saw are ten kings  Ten international leaders from the ten
Club of Rome/UN/NAFTA economic regions the 10 nations of the TPPA, who have received no
kingdom as yet, but they receive authority for one hour as kings with the beast, a duration of
time of world influence and authority on the world scene under the antichrist beast “Obama” and the
US Romanic dominance through the EU, UN with the beast Obama the 2nd  beast of Rev 13 during
this time was the supreme authority and power from the US over every nation and tongue.   

    

The TPPA was signed Oct 5th 2015 and declared in the US at the TPPA conference. It was then
signed into force in February of 2016 in New Zealand to then be ratified again in May 2017 after
President Trump removed the USA from this deal calling it a very bad deal. TPPA was re negotiated
with  11  nations  then  concluded  and  re  branded  on  the  23 rd January  2018,  it  became  the
“Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership” (CPTPP). 

See  website:  https://www.mfat.govt.nz/en/trade/free-trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements-
concluded-but-not-in-force/trans-pacific-partnership-agreement-tpp/ (Trans  Pacific  partnership
Agreement)

The Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP-11) is a free
trade agreement  (FTA) between Australia,  Brunei  Darussalam,  Canada,  Chile,  Japan,  Malaysia,
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Mexico, Peru, New Zealand, Singapore and Vietnam.   The deal was signed by the 11 countries on 8
March 2018 in Santiago, Chile. 

This Agreement is a separate treaty that incorporates, by reference, the provisions of the Trans-
Pacific Partnership (TPP) Agreement (signed but not yet in force), with the exception of a limited set
of provisions to be suspended. The 11 countries have a shared vision of the Agreement as a platform
that is open to others to join if they are able to meet its high standards. 

See:  https://www.mfat.govt.nz/en/trade/free-trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements-concluded-but-
not-in-force/trans-pacific-partnership-agreement-tpp/  (Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TTP)  

See:https://dfat.gov.au/TRADE/AGREEMENTS/NOT-YET-IN-FORCE/TPP-11/Pages/trans-pacific-
partnership-agreement-tpp.aspx (About the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-
Pacific Partnership (TPP-11)

Rev 17:12;  These  are  of  one  mind,  and  they  will  give  their  power  and authority.   This  is
economics its  money and political  authority of the Trans Pacific Partnership of the  TPPA. As a
reminder I in the timing of all these things (Rev 13 beast 2009 onwards) the seven heads, ten horns,
ten crow ns of the Rev 13:1-10 beast  andyou have t the United Nations  all  formed prior to Obama
becoming president  in  2009.1945 The (1947 GATT/WTO ten horns begin map of 1996), the  G7 (7
Heads) wealthiest nations formed in 1975,

 UN formed 1945, Club of Rome 1968 (1973 10 horn map), European Union formed in 1993 (Holy
Roman Empire nations united again), Club of Rome 1968 (1973 10 horn map), NAFTA beginnings
was under Ronald Reagan (North American common market) in  the  1980’s it then formed in 1992.
NAFTA was signed into being then by 1996 the NAFTA 10 horned map appeared as seen before in
the League of Nations (1942) and Club of Rome. 

The implementation of the New World Order was officially acknowledged on the world scene in
2009 by Herman Van Rompuy with the “Treaty of Lisbon” asnd heis declared 2009 being the first
year of “Global Governance” the “Global management of the planet” from the 2008 financial crisis
that brought forth the  establishing the  G20. This was  a well known  the same year Obama became
president (6th Trumpet) and the same year the Euphrates River began drying up (6th Bowl). All of these
organizations of the New World Order came under the influence of Obama to further progress an
agenda. from his beast presidential seat in the USA. 

See  U  Tube  video “EU-US  Summit  in  Lisbon:  Van  Rompuy  Concludes”:  https://youtu.be/-
LQfx85M1yo

See 2009 U Tube video “Global Governance - EU President Admits One-World Government is Here
- NWO - New World Order”: https://youtu.be/QEqFtVrAgSo 

See  2012  U  Tube  video “EU  Leader  Van  Rompuy  Calls  for  Global  Governance”:
https://youtu.be/CU2tH2reCZk: https://youtu.be/CU2tH2reCZk

See: https://www.thebalance.com/history-of-nafta-3306272
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       Victory of the Lamb 

Rev 17:14: These will make war with the Lamb, These 10 economic political horns/Kings the UN,
Club of Rome, Vatican, Banking cartel, Illuminati, New World Order of the Dragon the 6 th Trumpet,
5th seal and 6th vile time make war with the Lamb  and the Lamb shall overcome them Glory ,
authority, Revival Rev 14:14-16 for He is Lord of lords and King of kings; and those  who are
with Him are called, chosen, and faithful." (NKJV)

In scripture you have 3 end times wars the first 42 month “war against the saints“ bysaints“ by the
Rev 13:5-7 beast (mid 2013 to Jan 2017 see chapter 35). You have this war the Rev 17:12-14 “10
Hhorns of the beast war against the Lamb” this began Dec 2019 Covid 19 (see chapter 42A). You
have the final war at the end of the Rev 14:14-16 harvest the Math 24:21, Ez 38 and 39, Zach 14:2,
Rev 11:1-3 the   “Great Tribulation” of 42 months at the same time the Rev 11 two witnesses are
empowered.
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See: https://www.prophecyindex.org/prophecies/view/the_10_kingdoms_of_revelation/

10 Kings of TPPA in depth

      With the 10 crowns of the beast the  “Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement” this was  a secretive
multinational trade agreement  with intentsthat intends to restrict intellectual property laws around the
globe.  It  will  rewrite  internationalrewrites  international rules  on  its  enforcement  such  as  copyright,
trademarks, and patents to become more policed than ever before under US law influence. This It is all to
do with economic trade and commerce rules for nations that are signed up, this will affect other nations
not  in the agreement when it  comes to international  trade and development  (GATT,  WTO).  The UN
already promotes international sanctions upon un-yielding nations and governments that stand against
their plans such as Russia and Iran to punish and control them into submission to the UN’s secret agenda
of world dominance.

10 “TPPA” leaders the 10 crowns placed on the 10 horns of the beast 

The vision of the TPPA was formed in 2002 initialized by three countries Chile, New Zealand and 
Singapore it went by the name of “Pacific Three Closer Economic Partnership” (P3 CEP). The original 
agreement P3 CEP was signed by Brunei, Chile, New Zealand and Singapore on 3rd June 2005. Brunei 
then joined the agreement before its final round of negotiations was signed in 2005, the agreement was 
renamed to TPSEP the “Trans Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership agreement” (P4). The TPSEP then 
entered into force on 28th May 2006 in New Zealand and Singapore, 12th July 2006 in Brunei, and 8th 
November 2006 in Chile. 

It is an agreement affecting all the laws of international trade between nations removing barriers for
integration by bringing in revised trade rules between nations.  It  calls  for the reduction of all  tariffs
between member countries to zero by the year 2015. On 22nd September 2008, US Trade Representative
Susan C. Schwab announced that the US would begin negotiations with the P4 countries to join the TPP,
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with the first round of talks in early 2009. In June 2012 Canada and Mexico announced that they were
joining the TPPA. 

Japan officially joined the TPPA on 23rd July 2013.In the TPPA there are now (2014) 10 major world
economic trading partners (Ten Crowns on the ten horns of “The Beast”) that the USA is aligning itself
with as an economic power base (They give power to the Beast for one hour). Since 2009 the US has been
re organizing the free trade deal of NAFTA between USA Canada and Mexico into the TPP the “Trans
Pacific  Partnership”  a  massive  10  regional  nation  global  trade  pact,  which  has  been  re  designed to
supersede NAFTA. 

This involves 12 specific nations integrated into 10 regional nations all included in the above NAFTA
region listings of 1-10. The 10 allocated regional nations are: 1. USA (withdrew 2017) & Canada as one
region 2.Australia & New Zealand as one nation 3.Japan 4.Singapore 5.Malaysia 6.Brunei 7.Vietnam
8.Chile 9.Mexico 10. Peru as the 10 crowns upon the 10 horns. This deal has taken 10 years to come to
completion with Obama (The beast) now at the head of it to complete it by the end of 2015. The Obama
administration  must  win  favorable  terms  in  the  TPPA  to  pull  TPA  (Trade  promotion  Authority)
legislation through the US Congress (this happened June 25th 2015).   

      This had all evolved to integrate world economies into one economic power base under the US (The
beast’s seat). Just as the EU was formed and integrated by 27 nation states with one currency the Euro
dollar (Fully launched on Nov 3rd 2009 under the “Lisbon Treaty”) the US through NAFTA manifested
its influence under Obama integrating itself with the EU (Holy Roman Empire) and the TPPA bringing
them all together. This is an increase and full emergence of the power of the “Holy Roman Empire” EU,
TTIP and TPPA into total world dominance of economic and political power the “New World Order” run
by the “Dragon” banking cartel that will force the world to its agenda. 

              On February 13th 2013, the day after Obama’s “State of the Union” address Obama declared about re
writing the global trade and commerce rules through the TPPA, Obama joined European Union President
Herman Van Rompuy and European Commission President José Manuel Barroso in issuing a statement.
That  statement  announced  “We,  the  Leaders  of  the  United States  and the  European Union,  are
pleased to announce that the United States and the European Union will each initiate the internal
procedures necessary to launch negotiations on a Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership”
an expected integration of the TPPA and TTIP with the US. This is the antichrist beast and New World
order economic and political corporate takeover of nations, that will lead us into economic breakdown
and the final WW3 in Israel as prophesied in the book of revelations and the book of Daniel.
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      This was influenced by a Obama a US Muslim President that has wasted trillions of dollars (10.3 trillion)
from  2009-2017  funneling  weapons  and  billions  of  dollars  into  the  Middle  East,  disarming  and
downsizing the American military  and ruining the  US through lies  and deception.  President  Obama
signed America into martial law in 2012 (committing treason against US citizens he broke covenant with
US citizens 3 and one half years into his first term) that it may become a police state at any time to be
over  taken  by  the  US  government  military.  Obama  in  2015  set  up  the  global  police  force  heavily
integrated with NATO and the UN. This will position Obama to now fulfill the “King of the North” role
as portrayed in the book of Daniel chapter 11. 

               President Obama was in his  rolehis role as Antichrist beast of  Revof Rev 13 has for 8 years setting
up the political, military and economic platform for the next season of unfolding revelations. The  for the
false  prophet  is  also  to  arise  and the 6th trumpet  WW3 with Israel leading us  the  into the battle  of
Armageddon of Ezekiel 38 and 39 war. 

President  Obama made nuclear deals with Iran Israel’s arch enemy a terrorist  supporting nation he then
shipped  150  billion  in  cold  hard  cash  to  Iran  the  worst  deal  ever  done.  President  Obama  also
aloudallowed the 2334 resolution through the UN at the end of 2016, by doing nothing giving legal rights
of international law to Palestine against Israel’s settlements in the region. 

                President Obama has proven to be this Rev 13:1-10 beast from the sea with an antichrist agenda
through prospering in deceitful plans. He truly has placed ten crowns onto ten horns for an hour all on his
own he was involved in the ripping up 3 horns/leaders in the Arab spring uprising of 2011 as the beast, all
of this had to happen before Christ returns as prophesied. President Obama caused the warring against the
saint’s destruction to occur through his foreign policy empowering and advancing Islamic ideals on the
world stage and re distributed 10.3 trillion dollars all major prophecy fulfilled.
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